
SILICONE BAGS FOR EVA GLASS LAMINATION VACUUMING

Silicone is made of two silicone sheets with edge sealing.

Silicone rubber sheet (Silicone Rubber Sheet) is a rubber sheet produced from raw materials, synthetic
rubber silicone.

It has the main structure silicon(SI)and oxygen (0), which has a chemical structure similar to glass.

The surface of the rubber sheet is smooth.

Silicone rubber sheet has outstanding features in terms of wide operating temperature -70 to +220 C
degrees weather used at low or high temperatures. the performance of the rubber sheet is still maintained.

Silicone rubber sheet for glass industry is a key component of our company dedicated to supporting the
glass vacuum laminated furnace according to market demand.

Laminated glass vacuum furnace uses vacuum principle, make the glass heated under vacuum conditions,
with the atmospheric pressure, let the glass in the vacuum bag pressed to exclude air and unable to make
bubbles, vacuum bag is under heating and vacuum pumped conditions to make two or more pieces of glass
and EVA hot together.

Vacuum bag is a core part of glass vacuum laminated furnace, it makes up of two pieces of silicone rubber
sheet and silicone sealing edge, silicone rubber sheet is a key component of the entire laminated furnace,
its quality directly affects the quality of glass products.

Wish you have a nice day!



Peter Lin
THERMAL CUTTER FOR TRIMMING OVERFLOWED REMAINS
THERMAL CUTTER CNC01
BLADE 3.1
BLADE 4.1
BLADE 11.1
BLADE 14.1

THERMAL CUTTER CNC02
BLADE 3.2
BLADE 4.2
BLADE 11.2
BLADE 14.2

HEAVY DUTY THERMAL CUTTER 10HOURS PRO

GREEN TAPE FOR SAFETY GLAZING EDGES MASKING
25mm*66M/roll
30mm*66M/roll
35mm*66M/roll
40mm*66M/roll
50mm*66M/roll

*SUEPR CLEAR EVA FILM FOR LAMINATED SAFETY GLASS
*Super Milky White EVA Film 0% Visible Light Transmittance
*White Translucent EVA Film 65% Visible Light Transmittance
*Cool Jade White EVA Film 65% Visible Light Transmittance

Silicone vacuum bag for laminating oven.
Teflon coated fiberglass fabric mesh for helping vacuum bag breathe.
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